Paternal care in a fish: epigenetics and fitness enhancing effects on offspring anxiety
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In many animals, including humans, interactions with caring parents can have long-lasting effects on offspring sensitivity to stressors. However, whether these parental effects impact offspring fitness in nature is often unclear. In addition, despite evidence that maternal care can influence offspring behaviour via epigenetic alterations to the genome, it remains unclear whether paternal care has similar effects. Here, we show in three-spined sticklebacks, a fish in which fathers are the sole provider of offspring care, that the direct care provided by fathers affects offspring anxiety and the potential for epigenetic alterations to the offspring genome. We find that families are differentially vulnerable to early stress and fathers can compensate for this differential sensitivity with the quality of their care. This variation in paternal care is also linked to the expression in offspring brains of a DNA methyltransferase (Dnmt3a) responsible for de novo methylation. We show that these paternal effects are potentially adaptive and anxious offspring are unlikely to survive an encounter with a predator. By supplying offspring care, fathers reduce offspring anxiety thereby increasing the survival of their offspring—not in the traditional sense through resource provisioning but through an epigenetic effect on offspring behavioural development.

1. Introduction

Parents can influence their offspring by providing parental care. In addition to the obvious influence of parental provisioning on offspring size and morphological traits, parental care can also exert substantial influence on offspring behavioural traits [1–4]. For example in rodents and non-human primates, offspring receiving low levels of parental care, or deprived of it altogether, develop more reactive stress response systems, thereby reducing their ability to cope with stressors and leading to increased anxiety [2,3,5,6]. This suggests that receiving adequate parental care is an important part of offspring development and its removal has long-lasting consequences for how offspring react to stressors. However, these studies are often far-removed from ecologically relevant conditions. Thus, although parental care affects offspring sensitivity to stressors, it remains unknown whether this impacts offspring fitness.

It is clear that vulnerability to early life adversity, such as inadequate parental care, and its associated consequences vary among individuals [1,3,7,8]. Thus, we might expect there to be variation among parents in the parental care they provide owing to differential susceptibility of offspring. Indeed, in some cases, offspring seem primed for the amount of care they will receive. For example, cross-fostering studies have demonstrated that mismatches between parental provisioning and offspring demand can negatively impact both parents and offspring [9–11]. However, it is unclear whether offspring vulnerability is linked to the quality of parental care they anticipate receiving, particularly when parent–offspring interactions do not involve resource provisioning.

There is accumulating evidence that the influence of parental care on offspring behaviour can occur epigenetically [1,3,4]. For example, variation in maternal licking and grooming behaviour in rats alters offspring gene expression via DNA methylation of multiple regions within the genome [2,4]. Mother rats showing...
low levels of licking and grooming have offspring with increased DNA methylation of particular genes such as the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in the hippocampus, resulting in decreased GR expression and an increased stress response [2,4]. Despite evidence in mammals that paternal care can influence offspring behaviour via epigenetic alterations to the genome, it remains unclear whether paternal care has similar effects [12, but see [13]].

Here, we examine the influence of paternal care on offspring in a fish species where fathers are the sole providers of the care that is necessary for offspring survival (three-spined stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus). Unlike in biparental species where mothers might compensate or differentially allocate depending on the behaviour of their mate [12], in this species, we can isolate the post-fertilization effects of fathers from the effects of mothers. During the approximately two weeks that fathers provide care, they defend their nest from predators, fan the nest with their pectoral fins to provide fresh oxygen to the embryos and once the embryos hatch, retrieve fry that stray from the nest. During this period, offspring rely on yolk reserves provisioned by their mother prior to fertilization. Fathers do not feed offspring, but there is evidence that offspring antipredator behaviour [14], mate preference [15] and morphology [16] can be sensitive to the effects of fathers.

In this study, we manipulated access to paternal care in the three-spined stickleback and assessed the consequences for offspring later in life (approx. six months of age). Offspring without tending fathers (orphans) would rarely survive in nature owing to high levels of embryo and fry predation. However, by comparing father-reared and orphaned siblings, we can examine the influence of paternal care on offspring traits while controlling for the effects of father and mother identity. We measured offspring anxiety in response to different stressors and assessed whether variation in offspring anxiety was related to the quality of paternal care they had received. Thigmotaxis (i.e. remaining close to walls and searching for escape) and erratic movements are measures of anxiety in both rodents and fishes [17,18], thus we used pecking at the tank walls as our measure of offspring anxiety. While related to time spent near the sides of the tank, repeated pecking up and down the tank walls (towards the black outer covering) is an extreme type of ‘wall-following’ that is distinct from foraging, freezing or swimming near the outer edge. As a first step in determining whether the link between paternal care and offspring anxiety might be mediated by epigenetic changes to the offspring genome, we measured the expression in offspring brains of a methyltransferase involved in de novo methylation (Dnmt3a). Methyltransferases responsible for de novo methylation, particularly Dnmt3a, have been implicated in behavioural and neuronal plasticity [19–22] and their expression can be indicative of global methylation patterns in the genome [19,21,23]. Finally, to determine whether the influence of paternal care on offspring anxiety might be adaptive under ecologically relevant conditions, we assessed whether an individual’s tendency to react to stressors with anxiety affected their survival in an encounter with a live predator.

2. Results and discussion

(a) Effects of paternal care on offspring anxiety

Offspring deprived of paternal care had heightened anxiety behaviour. Orphaned offspring showed over four times more anxiety than their father-reared siblings in both a novel environment and during an encounter with a predator model (figure 1; repeated-measures-mixed model results: rearing treatment: $F_{1,12} = 5.38$, $p = 0.038$; stressor: $F_{1,96} = 2.41$, $p = 0.124$; sex: $F_{1,96} = 3.54$, $p = 0.063$). There was also substantial variation among fathers in the anxiety behaviour of their offspring (random effect of father identity: $\chi^2 = 15$, $p = 0.0001$).

The difference between father-reared and orphaned siblings in their anxiety behaviour was related to the type of care father-reared offspring had received from their father (figure 2a; $r = -0.90$, $p = 0.006$). Fathers that provided more direct offspring care in the form of time spent at the nest and nest fanning bouts, had orphaned offspring with elevated anxiety compared with their father-reared siblings. In contrast, fathers that behaved in a defensive manner and performed a greater number of predator inspections at the expense of spending time at the nest with offspring had orphaned and father-reared offspring that showed similarly low levels of anxiety. This pattern was driven by a strong positive relationship between orphaned offspring behaviour and the paternal care they were prevented from receiving while all father-reared offspring showed low levels of anxiety regardless of the paternal care they had received (electronic supplementary material, figure S1A). Thus, the absence of high levels of direct paternal care resulted in particularly anxious offspring, but the absence of low levels of direct care (and high levels of nest defence) did not. It is important to point out that while offspring anxiety was associated with father care at the nest, performing more predator inspections might be an equally important facet of care in terms of fry survival, particularly in the face of a live predator.

These results show that offspring vulnerability to the absence of paternal care is highly variable across families and is related to the level of paternal care. Fathers that provide high levels of direct care to offspring have offspring that show heightened anxiety when they are deprived of this high level of paternal care (i.e. high caring fathers have highly reactive orphans). In contrast, fathers that show less direct care and more predator defence have offspring that show minimal anxiety when they are deprived of this low level of direct care (i.e. low caring fathers have minimally reactive orphans).
The role offspring play in directly manipulating paternal care remains unclear; however there is evidence that paternal care in sticklebacks can be a dynamic back-and-forth process. For example, the speed at which fry evade fathers is matched by the retrieval behaviour of fathers [24]. Thus, active fry might ‘demand’ more care from their fathers by forcing fathers to retrieve them. When fathers are absent, these active fry are not retrieved by their father and this unchecked activity might deplete energy reserves with consequences for future growth, gene expression and behaviour. Whether future offspring anxiety is altered in response to their own early activity, the direct paternal care they receive, or merely the presence of a larger fish (whether the father or a predator) during development remains unclear, although in nature, these factors are clearly intertwined.

(b) Epigenetic effects of paternal care on offspring brain 
gene expression

Fathers that provided high levels of direct care had father-reared offspring with elevated Dnmt3a expression in their brains compared with orphaned siblings (figure 2b; r = 0.90, p = 0.005). In contrast, fathers that behaved in a defensive manner at the expense of direct offspring care had father-reared offspring with lower Dnmt3a expression compared with orphaned siblings. Paternal care was associated with average gene expression in father-reared offspring, but not orphaned offspring (electronic supplementary material, figure S1B). Furthermore, when we ignore paternal care, Dnmt3a expression and offspring anxiety were not significantly correlated (r = 0.08, p = 0.560, n = 56). Thus, it is not simply the case that showing anxiety increases expression of Dnmt3a within individual offspring. Rather, this pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that father care itself influences the average Dnmt3a expression of offspring.

Dnmt3a expression was highest in father-reared offspring of high caring fathers where paternal care is crucial for preventing heightened offspring anxiety. Although we cannot determine causation, our results are consistent with the hypothesis that high levels of direct offspring care during development increases de novo methylation in offspring leading to changes in gene expression and behaviour. However, our ability to link paternal care to offspring anxiety mechanistically is limited, and we do not know which genes are being influenced nor where they are expressed in the brain. Thus, although paternal care might lead to methylation-induced repression of genes associated with anxiety, this is one of many possibilities. For example, the pattern is also consistent with paternal care altering oxygen availability during development leading to differential methylation of genes associated with respiration and metabolism. As methyltransferase expression is often associated with global methylation patterns [19,21,23], our results suggest that exploring the association between paternal care and genome-wide methylation patterns in offspring would be fruitful and provide insights into the genes affected by paternal care. Our results also indicate that not all fathers are equal in terms of their influence on offspring and that variation in paternal care among fathers is an important contributor to the patterns of offspring behaviour and gene expression.

(c) Effects of anxiety on survival

Having shown that paternal care reduces offspring anxiety, potentially via altered offspring genome methylation patterns, we tested how an individual’s tendency to show anxiety (i.e. pecking at the walls) in response to stressors was related to survival under predation risk. We found that juveniles showing heightened anxiety when encountering novel stimuli in the absence of a live predator were attacked and captured more quickly by a live Northern pike (Esox lucius) compared with juveniles that did not show any anxiety (figure 3; effect of anxiety on attack latency: F1,74.6 = 6.41, p = 0.013, random effect of family: χ² = 3.0, p = 0.083; effect of anxiety on survival: F1,74.4 = 4.73, p = 0.033, random effect of family: χ² = 3.7, p = 0.054). Thus, being anxious has negative consequences for offspring when they encounter a predator. This suggests that by reducing offspring anxiety, paternal care can enhance offspring survival.
Taken together, our results provide a unique example of adaptive parent–offspring behavioural matching. Whether offspring show heightened anxiety later in life depends on the level of care they received from their father early in development, with mismatches between parent and offspring traits (i.e. offspring from high caring fathers receiving no care) having negative consequences for offspring interactions with predators. A number of traits in both fathers (e.g. parental care behaviours, sensitivity to offspring movement) and offspring (e.g. early swimming activity, reaction to stressors) can potentially play an important role in these parent–offspring interactions. Determining the degree to which these father and offspring traits are heritable could shed light on the importance of these paternal effects for evolution.

If parental care (or sensitivity to offspring demand) and offspring behaviour are heritable, parent–offspring coadaptation can give rise to genetic correlations between them, with selection favouring particular combinations of parent and offspring traits [9,25]. It is also possible that this parent–offspring matching is a result of an indirect genetic effect with the genes for parental care (i.e. the extended parental phenotype) influencing offspring behavioural development without offspring anxiety being heritable per se [25]. In sticklebacks, there is evidence that fathers tend to be consistent across breeding attempts [26]. However, an encounter with a model predator while caring for offspring can have consequences for offspring behaviour and morphology suggesting that offspring development might be altered by subtle shifts in father behaviour [16]. The covariation between parent and offspring behaviour could also be environmentally induced (i.e. owing to transgenerational plasticity). Parents might adjust their investment in offspring care based on the environment they have experienced [27], or even the environment their partner had experienced [28]. In sticklebacks, maternal predator-exposure has a number of negative consequences for offspring [29,30] and thus it is possible that differences among families in anxiety are driven by maternal identity or experiences. Fathers might adjust their care to compensate for these negative maternal effects on offspring [12] by responding to offspring cues tied to maternal condition [27,31].

Here, we show that paternal care reduces offspring anxiety in a potentially adaptive way, with the behavioural costs of care deprivation being the greatest for offspring of fathers that provide high levels of direct offspring care. Furthermore, paternal care alters offspring whole brain Dnmt3a expression, which has the potential to modify the expression of many genes in offspring, some of which might influence both their anxiety and future parental care [4]. The challenge of future work is to determine the extent to which these paternal effects can be transmitted to future generations, for example by altering offspring’s paternal care [13], the mechanisms underlying such transgenerational plasticity, and whether similar behavioural matching between parents and offspring can help explain the differential sensitivity to environmental influences evident among individuals of so many species, including humans [1,3,8].

3. Material and methods

(a) Paternal effects on offspring anxiety and gene expression

Adult sticklebacks were caught from a high-predation freshwater population (Eliburn, Scotland) [14] and mated at University of Illinois. We split fertilized clutches into ‘orphaned offspring’ which were reared without father care and ‘father-reared offspring’ which were returned to their genetic father. We measured paternal care directed towards father-reared offspring three days after hatching under predator threat. With a Northern pike model in their tank for 15 min, we recorded the father’s (i) predator inspections (approaching the model within a body length), (ii) nest-fanning bouts, and (iii) total time spent at the nest. We combined paternal behaviours into a metric of paternal care using principal components analysis (PC1 explained 82% of variation; electronic supplementary material, table S1), with positive values associated with direct offspring care (high levels of nest fanning and time spent at the nest) and negative values associated with defence (high levels of predator inspections).

Six months later, we measured offspring anxiety in response to two novel and potentially stressful stimuli (3 min each): (i) a new environment and (ii) a Northern pike model. Using a repeated-measures analysis and accounting for the effect of father identity, we examined how receiving paternal care affected anxiety and general swimming activity in response to these stimuli. One hour after the behaviour assay, individuals were euthanized, whole brains dissected, and using qRT-PCR, we measured expression of Dnmt3a relative to an endogeneous control gene (Gapdh; as in [32]). We measured individual anxiety and gene expression for father-reared and orphaned siblings (four each) from seven fathers (n = 56 offspring total). Using ANCOVAs, we examined how receiving paternal care, as well as the quality of this care (PC1), affected average offspring anxiety in response to a novel environment and average offspring Dnmt3a expression (electronic supplementary material, table S2). We followed up on significant interactions using correlation analyses between paternal care (PC1) and the difference between father-reared and orphaned siblings in average behaviour and Dnmt3a expression. Note that anxiety differences between father-reared and orphaned siblings were not due to differences in general swimming activity throughout the tank (electronic supplementary material, table S3).

(b) Effects of anxiety on survival

We measured the anxiety (i.e. pecking at the tank walls) of single orphaned juveniles (approx. six months old) in response to several novel and potentially stressful stimuli (e.g. new environment, a Northern pike model, an unfamiliar object and after removal of
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